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Rich Najuch, left, and Joel Froomkin sit on stage at the Huntington Theatre,
which is set up for the immensely popular Supper Club series. In addition to
their business, they have also become active members of the community.
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Najuch, Froomkin
named Citizens of
the Year

By JENNIFER KANNON

FRIDAY JANUARY 2, 2009
jkannon@h-ponline.com

The key to a successful
business is to find a need
and fill it.

The owners of the new
Huntington Theatre have
done one better. They’ve not
only brought a unique gem
to Huntington that is rare in
a small town, but have
actively opened their doors
and devoted their time to
become an integral part of
the Huntington community.

“They are bringing new life to the downtown area,” said Huntington Chamber of Commerce President Bob
Brown. “They have invested themselves in Huntington. As far as potential promise and investing in the
community, what Rich and Joel have done has been tremendous.”

Rich Najuch and Joel Froomkin moved to Huntington on June 29, 2007, living in the second floor of the
theatre.

Since then, Najuch has become the vice president of the tourism commission, served on the Heritage Days
and courthouse dedication committees, was a keynote speaker at a Region III-A downtown business
conference in Columbia City, and will begin serving as president of the Downtown Business Group in January.
Froomkin hosted JeffFest and performed in a one-man staging of the Christmas Carol, raising money for the
Arts Council. Together they have also hosted Miss Huntington and the LaFontaine Arts Council fashion show
and were named “hometown heroes” by Northern Indiana Lakes magazine.

“Before this year we tried to stay to ourselves. In January we started working on the lobby,” said Froomkin.
“We went around addressing every organization that would take us.”

The first group was the Rotary club, where they explained who they were and what their goals were for the old
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theatre. However, they never asked for donations or grants from the community. They were simply wanting
to introduce themselves to the community.

As word of the theatre spread through town, and they were seen as proprietors of a complex business instead
of a whimsical idea, the couple found themselves being asked to become committee members and to help in
the community.

“They wanted us to be included. People have asked us to do things,” said Najuch. “It’s very nice. It’s very
rewarding and it’s an affirmation that people are excited about what we were doing. We couldn’t have hoped
to find a better place.”

Whether it is good business sense or an intrinsic belief in community spirit, Najuch and Froomkin understand
that benefiting the community benefits the theatre, and vice versa. In fact, the two are so open to being
involved in the community, the only time they turn down opportunities is when there is a scheduling conflict.

“We have a very hard time saying no because we don’t want to,” said Froomkin. “We literally do not have a
day off next year until August.”

It was never their plan to open the Supper Club, however anticipation throughout Huntington was growing.
Citizens were eager for the theatre to open.

“The Supper Club is an appetizer, a taste of what we’ll do in the main space,” said Najuch.

Ticket sales for the unplanned restaurant and cabaret shows have helped pay for more sophisticated lights and
equipment, and ultimately helps fund the entire renovation.

Since construction can’t go on during shows, the Club has delayed plans and Najuch and Froomkin are now
hoping to open in late 2010.

In addition to renovating the theatre - which is primarily only done by the two - Najuch and Froomkin
maintain jobs in New York for a hedge fund (Najuch) and research for a concert series in the Town Hall of New
York (Froomkin), both of which they do online and continues to fund the theatre project. They also offer
graphic and website design for businesses, with a few local clients.

They’ve also received help from Larry and Margaret Pegan of Pegan Electric, who did all of the electric work in
the theatre as well as give constant moral support, and Jean Ann Bailey of Nick’s Kitchen, who they say was
the first to show her support for their project.

Progress of the renovations can be followed, as well as entertaining details along the way, follow Froomkin’s
blog at Countdowntocurtainup.com.

Ticket sales to their big-city-Cabaret-style style shows (which has already attracted audiences from
Indianapolis and Chicago) can be found online at Thenewhuntington.com, where all the information about the
theatre and its shows can be found.

In this upcoming year, Najuch and Froomkin already have over 100 days of programming and every penny
that goes into the Supper Club goes back to the theatre.

“We moved here having no idea if people were going to be excited about what we were doing, if it was stupid.
Every day we feel more comfortable. People opened their arms and welcomed us,” said Najuch. “We’ve only
been here a year and a half and haven’t really started to do what we came here to do. I just hope people are
more excited when we open up the theatre.”
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